We are looking for professional drivers M / F who would like to work in
the international field.
We offer a responsible work in an attractive environment with committed colleagues. You
drive our Jumbo articulated train in international long-distance traffic. They work in
Germany, Switzerland, Italy, the Netherlands, Belgium and France. You can expect vehicles
of the brands DAF, Mercedes and MAN. All trucks have state-of-the-art assistance systems
as well as parking air conditioning and parking heater. Location in agreement Ruhrgebiet /
border Netherlands.

What do you need? The driving license class CE as well as a the driver card. Furthermore,
you have to have the code "95" valid which is found as the driver qualifications card. As
"ambassadors" of our company you have good manners. We expect friendliness towards
customers and colleagues. Reliability, punctuality and flexibility are also expected. You must
know the driving rule and able to calculate the rest periods. German and English skills are
required.
Reining Transport GMBH is an independent, solvent and expanding company of Reining
Transport BV. Reining has over 300 Jumbo articulated trains with a capacity of 38 Euro pallet
spaces. All vehicles are equipped with sliding tarpaulins and suitable for the transport of
packaged goods. The special feature of our vehicles is that they are equipped with a lifting
roof, whereby the inner height of the vehicle can be increased during the loading process.
As a result, the entire interior height of three meters can be fully utilized, allowing for quick
and damage-free loading and unloading. The vehicles comply with the highest safety
standards in terms of load securing and are TÜV XL certified. All vehicles comply with the
Euro 6 standard.

Curious? Further information about our company: www.reining.eu
Tel: +49 15145480509 or +31 653387327
Please send your written application with CV by mail to: jobs@reining.eu

